
Notes for Arriving at the Lincoln County Fair on Wednesday, August 24, 2016 with 
Large Livestock…. 
 
Weigh-In Schedule…. 
 
3-8 PM Sheep & Goats 
4-8 PM Swine 
5-8 PM Beef 
 
10 PM  All Livestock Exhibits in Place 
 
Appropriate Attire-- 
            Be sure to wear proper attire when handling your animals—this especially applies to 
shoes.  At all times individuals need to have on appropriate shoes when working around large 
livestock (goats, sheep, swine, and cattle)—preferably closed-toe shoes.  NO FLIP FLOPS at 
the scales! 

 

Market Animal Health Record/Quality Assurance Form  
All exhibitors must complete and have signed a Market Animal Health Record for Lincoln 

County Fair animals that are eligible to be sold through the Market Livestock Sale.  Individuals 
may obtain copies of the Market Animal Health Records and Instruction at 
http://animalag.wsu.edu under the “Youth Producer” page.   

Youth only need to record medications and medicated feeds that were administered 
while the animal was under their ownership.  They do not need to include on the record the 
vaccinations and/or treatment information from the breeder they purchased the animal from—
this information should be kept in your record books.  The records should have the animal’s fair 
identification # and the signature of both the exhibitor and their parent with the date of the fair.  If 
you have question or need copies sent to you please contact the fair or extension office.  Also 
do not forget to bring feed pans, water buckets, enough feed for the entire time of the fair and 
necessary show supplies.   

 

Market Beef Sale Cattle Need to Have Brand and Haul Slips at Unloading 
Individuals exhibiting cattle (market steers) for sale need to make sure they bring the completed 
WSDA brand and haul slip.  Please turn brand and haul slips to the superintendent at weigh 
scale for cattle. See Exhibitor Guide, page 12 for additional information. 
 

Market Beef, Goats, Lambs and Hogs Ear Tags 
You may pre-tag your animals at home with tags approved by the LC Fair Livestock Sale 
Committee. Contact your Barn Superintendent to access tags prior to the fair. I personally would 
advise to have all pigs properly ear tagged by the time they reach the swine scale area to avoid 
undue stress on the animal and YOU, however, if not pre-tagged they will be tagged in the right 
ear, facing toward the back, at weigh-in.     
 

Temperature Concerns for Livestock—it may be hot for load-in and the fair.  
 Proper management of animals during excessive heat is critical to decrease stress or 

loss of animals.    
Youth, parents, and leaders should pay close attention to management practices and the 

over-all well-being of their animals at temperatures above 75 degrees.  However, the Thermal 
Danger Zone for animals and humans are temperatures above 100 degrees.  Remember, 

http://animalag.wsu.edu/


animals in the sun without adequate shade are going to be in the Danger Zone when the 
thermometer on the porch reads 80-85 degrees.—Make sure your animals have adequate 
shade and provide cooling and ventilations systems when necessary to help keep the animals 
comfortable.  Make sure that animals have access to plenty of cool, fresh water.  Also, 
remember many of you have been washing/clipping your lambs and pigs and they do not have 
dirt or hair/wool to protect their skin from sunburn.  Take great care to not leave animals in direct 
sun.  Do not apply human sunscreen as it is not an approved product for food animals. 

Also, washing animals with a cold water bath must be done very cautiously—because 
cold water on a hot animal can shock their system and cause stress or death.  Don’t take pigs 
directly to the wash rack after weigh-in—allow the pig to cool down before bathing.  Also, 
introduce cold water slowly over the body when washing.  If you need to cool your animal 
down—cool/wet towels or slow washing (or spray with a spray bottle) with cool water is 
preferred.  

Try to minimize working/handling/feeding animals during the heat.  Feed early in the 
mornings and at night after it has started to cool.  And most importantly, make sure animals 
have access to an adequate supply of clean, cool water at all times.   

In addition, transportation of animals in this heat is very difficult on them; not only 
because of the heat, but often trailers are hotter than the outside temperature and limited airflow 
in trailers. Don’t stop when hauling in these temperatures and provide as much ventilation as 
the trailer/transportation vehicle will allow. 

Remember your animals cannot go and cool down in air conditioned area (vehicle or 
house).  Once an animal gets excited it can take 20-30 minutes for the heart rate to return to 
normal.  
 

Last but Certainly Not Least: Importance of Ethics  
      The following paragraph was written by Mark L. Wahlber from Viginia Polytech & State 

University.  He brings out some very good points, which I have underlined. 

            “Teaching ethics in the livestock program starts at home and at local clubs. It 
can't be legislated. Sure, there need to be rules by which shows operate, and 
penalties that will be imposed if those rules are broken. Some shows have exhibitors 
agree to a Code of Conduct before they participate. But ethics deals with doing the 
right thing, not just what is within the bounds of the rules. It is not what you can get 
away with. Ethics is an attitude, and involves a conscience. Ethics is taught by 
example - a good example. Adults can only be reminded of what's right or wrong, 
because they have already learned this. Young people, on the other hand, are still 
learning. We have a teachable moment! The lessons learned now will last a 
lifetime.”  
          I encourage youth and parents to keep Mr. Wahlber’s words in mind when 
preparing and conducting themselves for competitions involving 4-H/FFA livestock.  Are 
you really a champion?—ask your conscience!  If you had to break rules or used 
unethical techniques (written or unwritten—you know what they are) was your animal 
really the best or were you a champion?   Remember, many animals and showman that 
did not receive purple ribbons are champions because they conducted themselves in an 
ethical and sportsmanship like manner.  And not all purple ribbons are champions—if 
you cannot look yourself in the mirror and feel good about what you did—then you just 
experienced a shallow victory!  . 
 
Have a great experience at the Lincoln County Fair!!! 


